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About This Game

Zarya resumes her journey to the Frozen Tomb. New tile-matching puzzles and battles await! Unlock power-ups, battle your
way through several beasts, and grow to become a master DragonScales magician!

Special features

200 levels.

12 missions to win items and coins.

Unlock missions by collecting up to 65 stars.

Battles are back, including 5 types of arrows.

Achievements and stats.

20 extra battles in the Colosseum.

16 unlockable magical cards.
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Improve Zarya's battle status with stronger equipment.
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s of Fun!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. The knife is pink.

Buy it.. It's a really interesting interactive novelish about history, death, and revolution. Does that sounds good? If so you'll like
this. If not you will be bored. I liked it.. Always enjoyed the Wood Floor Game, Both Wooden Floor 1 and now Wooden Floor 2
Its a good, simple puzzle/mystery game, Cheap and worth trying out.

Wooden Floor 2 Gameplay here:
 https://youtu.be/yJypqcTf8T0

And if you dont know Wooden Floor 1:
https://youtu.be/50GFxf4VYLw. It's pretty good.. A very meh game in my opinion.
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It's fun <3. Honestly I'm having a blast.

You can build anything from

A Borderline Fast food Outlet.
A Massive steak Diner.
A High end French Cuisine Bistro.
A Five start Seafood Restaurant.

There are so many different ways to play this game and its totally up to you.

10/10 I'm having a great time.. It is a real fun game that is very promising. worst thing ever there are nobody in it, you dont
know what to do and even if you do you cant do it so its just another one of thoese games. Would not recommend in its current
state, it has a long way to go.. More like Fallout than Mad Max, truth be told. While one can play it as just a postapocalyptic car
sim, between the  super mutants, the lasers, the robots, the vampires and the rocket ship , it's kind of like a hybrid. The romance
seemed phoned-in, at best, and the only character I really remember well was the   AI , who, by the way, one should totally have
been able to romance. All in all, it's fairly fun, and weird in a good way.
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